700r4 manual speedometer

Fast Free US Shipping & FREE CT Solutions Logo LED light! A new custom speedo conversion kit for the R4 (4L60)
transmission. This kit will convert the electric speedo setup on the R4 back the the original mechanical configuration,
providing a proper speedo reading on your.Everything needed to convert your R4 / 4L60 transmission speedo setup from
electric to mechanical. Perfect for street or hot rod applications. This kit will.I plan on using the original speedo in my
59 apache, but have a r4 tranny, it is out of a camaro, which I believe is a electric readout as.Your TCI R4 Transmission
is equipped with the tooth red speedometer drive gear on the output shaft. If you are replacing an original R4 with
the.TCI now stocks the most popular speedometer gears. Note: Drive gear refers to the Speedometer gears: R TH TH
R4 Torqueflite Ford.i have a r4 that has the electronic sending unit. is there a speedo that i can buy to go in my 85 c10
that will work with this???? or a.r4 electronic speedometer conversion to mechanical speedometer . change a 4l60e over
to manual speedo cable but you can a r4?.The TH (turbo-hydramatic) R4 was developed for use after in how do you
remove the inside speedometer gear from a r4 trans.Find B&M Converter Lockup Controls with R4 Transmission Type,
Manual Override Switch Included and Electronic Speedometer Sender Style and get Free .Buy TCI at JEGS: TCI GM
Speedometer Gear Housing GM R4. Guaranteed lowest price!.i did a tranny swap (r4) and of course the speedometer
connections are different. Pic is taken from the R4 manual coving Twelve speedometer driven gears are available for the
R4 / 4L60 . 16 tooth Speedometer Gear. left hand driven gear for a manual transmission.R4, TH, NP and GM BOP type
TH r4 speedometer driven gear . Need Manual transmission parts look here
nescopressurecooker.comTransmissionKits.Tire Height - Please use Inches when measuring; Speedo Revolutions Per
Mile - The number of RPM's the speedometer needs to R4 Speedo Gear Types.My 78 Camaro has a Engine and trans
combo out of an 87 (TPI and r4 trans) the tranny still has the electic speedometer sending unit in.Calibrate Your
Speedometer For New Rear-end Gears For R4's Determining the precise speedometer drive gear/driven gear
combination required for a.TCI SPEEDO GEAR HOUSING GM R4/TH TCI - TCI Auto. Forward Shift Pattern
Automatic Manual Valve Body Chevy R4 Each.
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